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ABSTRACT
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Typically, recommendation algorithms are unable to make
recommendations for new users due to the inherent lack of
information, i.e., the cold start problem. To overcome this
problem, this work addresses builds new viewer profiles by
combining general and personal feature-based profiles using
both the frequency and the rating of each feature. For each
newly arrived viewer, we create a dynamic profile by combining the corresponding demographic stereotypical profile with
the individual profile and, then, as the number of the viewergenerated events increases, we gradually fade the general
component and strengthen the individual component. Specifically, we combine the genre frequency & rating of the viewer
personal and demographic stereotype profiles. This novel
viewer profiling algorithm was evaluated with the MovieLens
100k and 1M data sets, using content-based and collaborative
stream mining recommendation techniques. When compared
with the standard average user stereotype, the results with the
demographic stereotypes show a significant improvement in
terms of classification accuracy, identical prediction accuracy
and an increase in run time.

The goal of this research is to improve the quality of the
recommendations provided to new user by exploring any
user related features present in the data set. In this work, we
experiment with the available user demographic data – gender,
age and occupation – to overcome the lack of information
on the new user and, thus, improve the accuracy of the
recommendations provided to new users.
The main challenge of entity modelling/profiling is to represent as distinctively as possible the different entities based on
the available data, which may include explicit (user provided)
and implicit (behaviour based) information. In particular,
profiles can be based on: (i) the frequency of the items – item
frequency (IF); (ii) the rating of the items – item rating (IR);
(iii) the frequency of the features – feature frequency (FF);
and (iv ) the rating of the features – feature rating (FR). When
compared with item-based profiles, feature-based profiles typically scale-up well, since they produce considerably lower
dimension models, and are less sensitive to cold start problems, but tend to generate less accurate recommendations.
Standard profiling algorithms are, in the case of content-based
filtering, frequency-based (IF or FF), whereas, in the case
of collaborative filtering, are classification-based (IR or FR).
These algorithms, which are exclusively based on the user
generated events (cliques, reviews, ratings, tags, etc.), are
unable to provide recommendations involving new entities –
users or items – since, by default, they are event-less. This
work addresses the so-called new user cold start problem with
the temporary help of demographic stereotypes and adopts a
novel feature frequency & rating (FFR) based profiling.
This paper is organized in five sections. Section 2 introduces the concept of content-based filtering and collaborative
filtering and presents the different profiling techniques, including stereotypes. Section 3 describes the proposed profiling
system. Section 4 details the datasets, evaluation protocol,
evaluation metrics, tests and discusses the results obtained.
Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusions and identifies future
developments.
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RELATED WORK

Recommendation systems rely on the user and item profiles
to generate personalised recommendations. Internally, they
may implement content-based, collaborative or hybrid filters.
Content-based recommendation algorithms recommend items
according to the similarity between the user and item profiles. This approach is applicable when the available data
holds the collection of items viewed per user, the items rated
per user or the items rated and tagged per user. While,
as a whole, Content-based Filtering (CbF) suffers from the
over-specialization problem, it minimises the item cold-start
problem present in collaborative filtering. Collaborative recommendation algorithms are applicable whenever the data
set includes the ratings of the items viewed by the viewer or
the ratings of the items tagged by the viewer. In particular, kNN collaborative filters (CF), first, determine the correlation
between users or between items and, then, make predictions
based on the set of nearest neighbours. For example, when
processing just ratings, the correlation between two users can
be based on the number of co-rated items – user-based CF –
or on the number of users which co-rated the same items –
item-based CF.
Features, cliques, reviews, tags and ratings have been used
to build individual profiles as well as group profiles. Profiles
are typically represented by Vector Support Models (VSM)
and built from demographic, textual (reviews, keywords or
tags), item or feature related (frequency and rating) information. Whenever there is insufficient data to characterize
entities and the number and/or dimension of the profiles
increases significantly, group profiling is adopted. Group profiles aggregate under a single profile multiple entities and can
be created using clustering or stereotyping. Whereas in the
first case, profiles are based on the properties of the objects
within the cluster, on the latter case, profiles are based on
the properties of objects of a given pre-defined category. In
the case of recommendation systems, both group profiling
techniques are used to represent new users and new items,
i.e., addresses the cold start problem. Typically, stereotypes
are feature-based models [1, 14, 15, 18].
Diverse demographic features has been explored by researchers: age and gender [2, 8, 16, 17]; age, gender and
nationality [22]; age, gender, ethnicity and political orientation [21]; age, gender and occupation [4, 5, 9, 12]; age
(children & adults), gender, level of education and place of
living [10]; and age, gender, area code, level of education
and employment status [11]. Specifically, this information has
been used to create group profiles [16], demographic stereotypes [2, 4] and individual profiles [5, 8–12, 17, 22]. In terms
of profiling approaches, demographic and user event data
have been employed to create FF profiles [2, 5, 12, 17], FR
profiles [8–11, 13, 16] and both IR and FF profiles [4, 22]. In
particular, [4, 22] implement item-based collaborative algorithms which determine: (i) the relative importance of items
and the relevance of the features based, respectively, on IR
and FF [4]; and (ii) the nearest neighbours by determining
the demographic FF correlation between the active and the
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remaining users and the items predictions using IR [22]. Furthermore, the demographic profiles have been applied in the
pre-recommendation stage, e.g., to choose the nearest neighbours in CF [4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 22], and in the recommendation
stage, e.g., to determine the similarity between users and
items in CbF [10, 11, 13].
Although our proposal uses the same demographic information as [4, 5, 9, 12], we propose a novel feature-based
– feature frequency & rating (FFR) – profiling method by
building and combining demographic stereotypes with the individual profiles to minimise the new user cold-start problem.
Additionally, we also adapt existing data stream techniques
to work with our novel profiling technique.

3

ENTITY PROFILING

The profile of an entity, which is represented in Figure 3,
includes an individual component based on the past entityrelated events and a stereotypical component used to minimise the cold start problem while the number of entityrelated events is reduced.

Figure 1: Entity profiling
The combining function αn is defined according to Equation 1 where n represents the number of events related with
the entity so far and N the minimum number of events required for a fully individual profile.

nN : n < N
αn
(1)
0
:n≥N
The profile of an entity e, user or item, is given by Equation
2 where n the number of events related with the user or item
so far, Iˆe the individual profile, Sˆe the stereotype and P̂e the
current entity profile.
P̂e Iˆe αnSˆe − Iˆe

(2)

Equation 3 presents the incremental update process applied
on the viewer profile and stereotypes, where P̂e is the current
entity profile, f is the current feature (genre) and ru,i is the
rating defined by the user u for the item i.


n − 1  ru,i 
P̂e f P̂e f ×
(3)
n
n
In our case, the P̂e , Iˆe Sˆe are feature vectors of size twenty,
corresponding to the twenty IMDb1 genres included on the
1
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MovieLens dataset. These feature vectors represent the feature frequency & rating (FFR). We experimented with different demographic user stereotypes: Age, Gender, Occupation,
Age & Gender, Age & Occupation, Gender & Occupation as
well as Age & Gender & Occupation. These stereotypes where
built using the genre frequency & rating. We created six different age stereotypes, contemplating six age segments (0-14,
15-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54 and 55+), two gender stereotypes
(male and female) and 18 different occupation stereotypes,
corresponding to the 18 occupational categories present in
the data set.
Algorithm 1, which illustrates the designed on-line updating process, requires as inputs the top N recommendations,
the minimum number of events for a fully individual user Nu
and a fully individual item profile Ni (line 1). The algorithm,
for each new data stream event < u, i, ru,i > (line 3), where
u represents the user, i the item and ru,i the rating given to
the item by the user, calculates the corresponding predicted
rating r̂u,i (CF) or similarity (CbF) (line 4), depending on the
selected recommendation filter. If the event regards a new
user or item, it additionally creates the new entity profile
(line 5-6). Then, it evaluates the quality of the recommendation by calculating, in the case of CF, the incremental root
mean square error (RMSE) (line 7) and, for both CF and
CbF, the incremental TRecall@N and Recall@N (lines 8-15),
using a sorted list of 1001 movies composed of 1000 randomly
selected unwatched movies plus the newly rated movie (lines
8-15). Line 11 prints the resulting top N recommendations
for user u. Finally, it updates the stereotypical and individual
profile components followed by the user and item profiles
(lines 16-17).
Algorithm 1 On-line Profiling and Recommendation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

inputs: N, Nu , Ni
outputs: Recall@N, T Recall@N, rmse
for ru,i ← Stream Data <u, i, ru,i > do
r̂u,i ← CbF or CF prediction
if u < Users then Create P̂u
if i < Items then Create P̂i
if CF then rmse calcRMSE r̂u,i , ru,i
Lu,1000 ← Select 1000 unwatched items
Lu,1001 ← r̂u,i
SLu,1001 ← Sort Lu,1001
print(SLu,1001 , N)
if indexO f r̂u,i , SLu,1001 ≤ N then
Recall@N updateRecall@N r̂u,i , N
T Recall@N updateTargetRecall r̂u,i , N
U pdate Sˆu , Ŝi , Iˆu , Iˆi
U pdate P̂u , P̂i
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presents the CPS formula, where CS is the cosine similarity,
CDD is the Chebyshev distance dissimilarity and β is the
combining parameter.
CPS β ×CS 1 − β ×CDD
β q

n Â2
j1 j

q

n B̂2
j1 j

1 − β × 1 − MAX j |Â j − B̂ j |

(4)

The collaborative filter implements a k-NN approach. The
algorithm, which uses the Pearson correlation coefficient to
compute the similarity between users, selects, for each active
user, a subset of users based on their similarity to make
predictions regarding the items rated by the neighbours and
not yet rated by the active user [7].

4

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The following subsections describe the performed experiments,
including the data sets, the evaluation metrics and protocol,
the tests and the results. The experiments were performed
with an Intel i7-2600 3.4 GHz Central Processing Unit (CPU)
and 16 GB DDR3 Random Access Memory (RAM) platform.

4.1

Data Sets

Our approach was evaluated with two data sets that has
demographic data: (i) MovieLens 100k (ML100k)2 ; and (ii)
MovieLens 1M3 . ML100k data set has a data sparsity of
93.7 % and contains information about 943 users and 1682
movies, including 100 000 user ratings together with timestamps. These user ratings were collected between the 19th
September 1997 and the 22nd April 1998.
ML1M data set has higher data sparsity 95.5 % and size.
It contains information about 6040 users and 3952 movies,
including 1 000 000 user ratings together with timestamps.
These user ratings were collected between the 26th April
2000 and the 28th February 2003. In both data sets each user
has at least 20 movie ratings.
Figure 2 shows the temporal distribution of the new user
events in both data sets. The new users are distributed
throughout the time span of the data set, excluding for the
ML1M dataset the last 10 % of the time span where there
are almost no new user events.
The data was ordered temporally and divided in two parts,
the first slice with 20 % of the timespan for the train phase
and 80 % for the data streaming phase. Our evaluation will
be on the data stream timespan to assess the impact of the
new users with demographic stereotypes. For the ML100k
we have 77.2 % of new users (728 users in 943) and for the
ML1M we have 76.3 % of new users (4611 users in 6040).

4.2
For the recommendation, we adopted the content-based
filter proposed by Veloso et al. [19] and the collaborative filter
described by Melville et al. [7]. The content-based filter adopts
the Collinearity and Proximity Similarity metric (CPS) to
compute the similarity between users and items. Equation 4

n Â B̂
j1 j j

Evaluation Metrics

We calculate for each new viewer rating event the Recall@N
proposed by Cremonesi et al. [3] and the Target Recall@N
2
3
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prequential evaluation proposed by Gama et al. (2009) [6].
The predictions are evaluated using global RMSE, Recall@10,
TRecall@10 metrics. Additionally, we measure the average
on-line update time per event. In off-line mode, the average
global RMSE and Recall@10 are computed at the end, while
in on-line mode, they are calculated whenever a new event
occurs.

4.4

4.3

Evaluation Protocol

The evaluation protocol defines the data ordering, partitions
and distribution. First, the data was ordered temporally and,
then, partitioned. The initial off-line model uses the “Batch
Train” (20 % of the data set for training). The on-line model
uses the “Stream Data”, which corresponds to the remaining
80 % of the data set. Each one of these ratings triggers the
generation and immediate evaluation of the predictions. In
particular, when a viewer rates a movie, the algorithm uses the
new rating to update the predictions for that user. Finally,
the algorithm updates the viewer, movie, and stereotype
profiles. The adopted evaluation method was inspired by the

Table 1: CbF Results with Different Viewer Stereotypes

ML100k

presented by Veloso et al. [20]. In the first case, we predict
the ratings of all items unseen by the viewer, including the
newly rated item, select 1000 unrated items plus the newly
rated item and sort them in descending order. If the newly
rated item belongs to the list of the top N viewer predicted
items, we count a hit. In the second case, we use all rated
items instead of just the top-rated items. i.e., the Target
Recall@N (TRecall@N) presented by Veloso et al. (2017) [20],
evaluates the accuracy of the predictions using all viewer
ratings. The TRecall@N metric, which was proposed for the
evaluation of collaborative filters, verifies, for each new user
rating event, if the predicted rating lays within the short list
of N items centred around the actual user rating (target).
However, this metric cannot be directly applied to contentbased filters since they determine similarities rather than
predictions. To circumvent this problem, we compute the
similarity value between the target item and the user. First,
we multiply each feature in the profile of the target item by
the target rating and, then, calculate the similarity between
this temporary target item profile with the viewer profile,
using CPS. Finally, using this target similarity value, we
determine the target recall. This adaptation is a contribution
in terms of evaluation metrics since it allows the usage of the
same classification metrics for CbF and CF on-line stream
mining. In particular, we calculate the Recall@10 (R@10)
and the TRecall@10 (TR@10).
Regarding the rating feedback, we determine the global
prediction RMSE, which is calculated incrementally after
each new viewer rating event.

ML1M

Figure 2: Distribution of new user events in the data sets

Tests

The experiments were conducted both with ML100k and
ML1M data sets and involved eight viewer stereotypes: the
global average (base algorithm), the Age, the Gender, the
Occupation, the Age & Gender, the Age & Occupation, the
Gender & Occupation and the Age & Gender & Occupation
viewer stereotypes. For each case, the optimal average number
of viewer events N to display an exclusively personal viewer
profile was determined. Initially, we varied N from 10 till
200, using increments of 10 and, next, explored with unit
increments the most promising ranges, namely from 1 till
60, using increments of 1. The selection of the best viewer
stereotype was based on the highest TRecall@10 value.
Table 1 and Figure 3 presents the content-based filtering
results with the tested stereotypes. In the case of ML100k,
the Gen stereotype shows an improvement of 28.6 % in TRecall@10 and 81.1 % in Recall@10 with the same run time.
The optimal average number of viewer events N for a fully
personal profile was 7. In the case of ML1M, the Age-Gen-Occ
stereotype shows an improvement of 21.1 % in TRecall@10,
25.0 % in Recall@10 and a run time increase of 37.5 %. The
optimal average number of viewer events N for a fully personal
profile was 8.

Stereotypes

N

TR@10

R@10

∆t (s)

Average (base)
Age
Gen
Occ
Age-Gen
Age-Occ
Gen-Occ
Age-Gen-Occ

20
5
7
4
2
2
4
7

0.014
0.017
0.018
0.017
0.017
0.017
0.016
0.017

0.011
0.020
0.020
0.021
0.020
0.020
0.019
0.019

0.7
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6

Average (base)
Age
Gen
Occ
Age-Gen
Age-Occ
Gen-Occ
Age-Gen-Occ

20
6
8
5
8
5
2
8

0.019
0.022
0.022
0.023
0.023
0.022
0.022
0.023

0.024
0.029
0.030
0.028
0.029
0.029
0.029
0.030

0.8
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9
1.1
1.1

Table 2 and Figure 4 presents the collaborative filtering
results with the different demographic viewer profiles. In the
case of ML100k, the best stereotype was the Gender with an
improvement of 34.7 % in TRecall@10, 8.7 % in Recall@10, a
neglegible RMSE increase of 0.5 % and a run time increase of
50.0 %. The optimal average number of viewer events N for
an exclusively personal profile was 46. In the case of ML1M,
the best demographic stereotype was Age & Occupation with
an improvement of 29.7 % in TRecall@10, 5.9 % in Recall@10,
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research, it suggests that our profiling approach is well suited
for on-line data stream mining with CF. In both datasets,
the number of viewer events needed to completely fade the
demographic stereotypical component is smaller for the CbF
than for CF. This means that CF requires more user events
to build a fully individual user model than CbF.

5

Figure 3: CbF - Results
Table 2: CF Results with Different Viewer Stereotypes

ML1M

ML100k

Stereotypes

N

TR@10

R@10

RMSE

∆t (s)

Average (base)
Age
Gen
Occ
Age-Gen
Age-Occ
Gen-Occ
Age-Gen-Occ

20
40
46
110
35
100
58
56

0.049
0.060
0.066
0.058
0.065
0.060
0.063
0.066

0.023
0.026
0.025
0.029
0.025
0.028
0.024
0.023

0.218
0.218
0.219
0.223
0.219
0.224
0.222
0.220

0.4
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

Average (base)
Age
Gen
Occ
Age-Gen
Age-Occ
Gen-Occ
Age-Gen-Occ

20
35
60
35
55
53
41
36

0.064
0.073
0.071
0.079
0.075
0.083
0.081
0.076

0.034
0.030
0.029
0.033
0.032
0.036
0.034
0.033

0.223
0.223
0.221
0.223
0.223
0.223
0.222
0.222

1.2
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.3
1.5
1.3
1.3

equal RMSE and a run time increase of 25.0 %. The optimal
average number of viewer events N for a fully personal profile
was 53.

CONCLUSION

This paper describes a demographic feature-based user profiling algorithm for on-line content-based and memory-based
collaborative filtering. The profiles have a stereotypical and
an individual component which can be represented using
feature frequency & rating.
The proposed algorithm, which uses demographic stereotypes at the early life of the entity profile, helps to reduce
the impact of the cold start problem. The results show, in
the case of content-based filtering, an increase in the quality
of the recommendations with longer run time, while, in the
case of collaborative filtering, improved quality of recommendations, identical prediction errors and larger execution time.
Specifically, in the case of ML1M, the content-based algorithm took 37.5 % longer and the TR@10 improved 21.1 %,
while, in the case of collaborative algorithm, the execution
time increased 25.0 % and TR@10 improved 29.7 %.
Concerning future work, we are planning to explore demographic group profiling as well as post-recommendation
filtering based on demographic data.
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